
Shark NV356E S2 Review 
Receive the best cleaning results possible with a lightweight and portable vacuum cleaner. Bid 

farewell to large, unwieldy machinery. 

 

Pets provide excellent companionship, and Kendi has always loved her animal buddies. 

However, pet fur presents a recurring obstacle in addition to the delights of pet ownership. She 

used brooms and lint rollers with great diligence, but the fur stuck to every fiber as if it had its 

own will. The issue had gotten to the point that Kendi had to pay for expert carpet cleaning 

services regularly, which was starting to strain her finances.  

 

Kendi and I set out to locate the ideal vacuum cleaner because we were desperate to escape the 

maze of pet fur. We settled for the Shark NV356E S2, and here is my review. 

Shark NV356E S2 Breakdown and Review 

● The Shark NV356E S2 gathers stray dirt and pet hair. It effectively removes dander from 

upholstery and other surfaces with a deep clean. 

● It has excellent suction, and I adore its hardwood/carpet setting with a button to modify 

the suction. 

 

Known by other names as Shark Navigator Lift-Away NV356E, the Shark NV356E S2 is a solid 

and adaptable upright vacuum cleaner designed to clean various surfaces in your house 

effectively and thoroughly. It offers outstanding cleaning performance by fusing cutting-edge 

features and technology. 

 

With Lift-Away technology, you can convert the Shark NV356E S2 into a portable vacuum by 

removing the canister from the body. This feature offers more flexibility and ease when cleaning 

difficult-to-reach places like stairs, furniture, and ceilings.  

 

Thanks to its adjustable suction control, you can vary the cleaning force of the vacuum cleaner 

according to the surface you're cleaning. With the help of this feature, you can clean carpets, 

hard floors, and delicate surfaces efficiently by switching between low, medium, and high 

suction levels. 

 

With its Anti-Allergen Complete Seal Technology, the Shark NV356E S2 ensures a healthier and 

cleaner living environment by capturing and trapping 99.9% of dust, allergens, and micro 

bacteria. 

 



What we Liked: 

● Swivel steering 

● LED lighting 

● An extra-large dust cup 

● The HEPA filter. 

What We Did Not Like: 

● It is too noisy. 

 

Shark NV356E S2 Specifications 

 
MODEL 

     Shark NV356E S2 

Type Vacuum cleaner 

Capacity 0.87 liters 

Watts 1200 

Product Measurements 14.96"L by 11.4"W by 45.5"H 

Weight 6.35 kgs 

Hose Length 60 inches 

Key Features It has components like the pet brush and 
crevice tool, touch push-button control, 
manual, and a five-year warranty. 

 

 

Shark NV356E S2 Features 

Design and Make 

The vacuum cleaner has a HEPA (High-Efficiency Particulate Air) filter that efficiently captures 

dust mites, allergies, and other small particles, making the home healthier and cleaner overall. 

By capturing and containing dust and allergens inside the vacuum, Shark's Anti-Allergen 

Complete Seal Technology helps to prevent their release back into the atmosphere. Those who 

have allergies or respiratory sensitivities would significantly benefit from this function. 



 

With its LED headlights, the NV356E S2 illuminates dark spaces and improves vacuuming 

visibility. This ability comes in handy when cleaning poorly lit areas or behind furniture. The 

vacuum cleaner also has swivel steering that offers excellent maneuverability, making it easy for 

users to maneuver around obstructions and furniture. 

 

The Shark NV356E S2's assortment of cleaning accessories, including an upholstery tool, 

dusting brush, and crevice tool, allows users to handle various cleaning tasks effectively. 

In terms of design and build, the Shark NV356E S2 stands out among upright vacuum cleaners 

thanks to its unique features, strong suction, and user-friendly design. 

Speed and Functionality 

Shark's NV356E S2 vacuum cleaner distinguishes itself from its rivals with its remarkable speed 

and features. Its strong 1200-watt motor provides unparalleled suction force for effectively 

cleaning hard surfaces and carpets.  

 

As regards functionality, its unique Powered Lift-Away technology makes it simple to switch 

between upright and handheld modes, making it ideal for cleaning various surfaces, including 

the spaces between cushions and even the interiors of cars. Because of its spacious dust cup, 

the Shark NV356E S2 requires less emptying and causes fewer disruptions during cleaning. 

 

Shark NV356E S2 comes with a power Brush for Pets. This brush is excellent for pet owners as 

it removes pet hair from furniture, carpets, and other surfaces, leaving your spaces shining and 

spotless. For individuals looking for an efficient and effective vacuum cleaner, the Shark 

NV356E S2 is an excellent option because of its powerful, fast, and adaptable features. 

Portability and Storage 

The Shark NV356E S2's wand extension allows it to clean corners, high ceilings, and other 

difficult-to-reach places, boosting the vacuum’s portability. Pushing a release button separates 

the Shark NV356E S2 canister from the wand, enabling you to use the vacuum cleaner in 

various settings according to your needs. 

 

Extending the vacuum cleaner's reach when the canister is detachable allows you to clean 

multiple surfaces and places. That eliminates the trouble of moving the vacuum cleaner around 

to clean delicate materials like upholstery, drapes, and other surfaces. 

 

You can store the vacuum canister in tight places, like closets or beneath beds. Its lightweight 

design also makes it easy to move about your house.  

 



Who the Product is Best Suited for: 

The Shark NV356E S2 upright vacuum cleaner is excellent for solid and effective house 

cleaning. Its unique pet power brush and anti-allergen complete seal technology benefit pet 

owners who want to eliminate pet dander, hair, and allergies from carpets and hard surfaces. It 

is simple to use because of its lightweight design and mobility, and the HEPA filter makes sure 

that the air it releases back into the room is allergy-free and clean. 

Alternatives to The Shark NV356E S2 

If you are working on a tight budget or want to try something that closely matches the Shark 

NV356E S2, there are other great alternatives you could look at. Those alternatives include the 

Shark VM252, Shark ZU62, and Shark RV1001AE. 

 

MODEL Shark VM252 Shark ZU62 Shark RV1001AE 

Type Vacuum cleaner Vacuum cleaner Vacuum cleaner 

Capacity 0.094 litres 10.5 litres It holds up to 30 days of dirt 

Watts 85 1150 100240 volts 

Product 
Measurements 5.3"L by 9.5"W by 

47.87"H 

 

11.97"L by 9.84"W 

by 45.28"H 

 

38.9"L by 26.3"W by 

49.6"H 

Weight 2.3 kgs 7.25 kgs 5.98kgs 

Hose length Cordless 144 inches Cordless 

Key Features It has four mop pads, 
one battery, wet and 
dry use, and a one-
year warranty. 

It has a dusting 
brush, upholstery 
tool, push button, and 
a five-year warranty. 

You can schedule Alexa-
enabled, self-emptying, and 
self-cleaning technology 
from the phone. 

Final Verdict: Should You Buy the Shark NV356E S2? 

Yes, you should buy the Shark NV 356E. The vacuum cleaner is a perfect choice for a typical 

household. There is no limitation to how you can use it. It is lightweight, easy to maintain, and 

highly durable to serve your daily cleaning needs, especially if you have pets. 

FAQs 

 



1. How long does the Shark NV356E S2's battery last? 

The Shark NV356E S2 has a 60-minute battery life on a single charge. 

 

2. What is the Shark NV356E S2's dustbin capacity? 

The Shark NV356E S2 has a 0.6-quart dustbin capacity 
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